
RELEASE NOTES FOR ENHANCEMENTS IN TRIALDIRECTOR 

VERSION 6.0.870

The following product enhancements and issue resolutions have been incorporated into 

TrialDirector Version 6.0, build 870:

Enhanced performance for loading PDF Documents within Presentation Preview and Presentation 

Mode. A PC that meets the TrialDirector recommended system requirements should load most PDF 
documents in an average of 1 second.

Improved performance loading and navigating carousels. Carousels utilizing PDF documents, 
imaged documents, photos, multimedia and DVT Clips can be loaded and navigated with satisfactory 
performance.

Automatically establish Windows Firewall exceptions for TrialDirector 6.exe and TrialDirector 

Presentation.exe programs.

Added new “Multipage” and “Singlepage” mode options within the Exhibits tab of the 

Presentation Preferences. The “Multipage” mode navigates the pages of a document using the Page 
Up, Page Dow, Arrow keys and the scroll wheel of the mouse to navigate between pages of a document.  
The “Singlepage” mode navigates the pages of a document using CTRL+Page Up, CTRL+Page Down 
and limits the view to one page of a document at a time. The “Singlepage” mode is used to display 
side-by-side views of 2 pages of the same document.

Enabled hardware rendering within Presentation Mode for Windows XP operating systems. This 
modification will significantly improve performance for multimedia, DVT Clips, fades, animations and 
transition effects in the Presentation Mode. Hardware rendering is preferred over software rendering for 
the TrialDirector Presentation engine since it will directly access the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU).

Corrected issue where user adds an item that utilizes the comma character within the Document 

ID or Page ID, it cannot be viewed from within Document Manager.  (Issue #20070711)  

Corrected issue where text only (TXT, AMICUS, TRN) transcript types would not import correctly 

into Transcript Manager. (Issue #20100200)  

Corrected issue where once the Document Manager FIND dialog was closed, any user selections 

were not saved. (Issue #20100205)
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Corrected issue where after user runs the “Compact” function from the FILE | CASE DATABASES 

menu, the following items become available within the Case Library, Document Manager and 

Coding tabs:  

 * “Find / Replace” Toolbar Icon

 * “Getting Started” Help Menu Item (Issue #20100206)  

Corrected inconsistencies launching TimeCoder from the TrialDirector 6 TOOLS menu. The latest 
release will always launch TimeCoder Pro if it is installed on the same PC. (Issue #20100207)  

Updated copyright date and supported operating system list within the TimeCoder 6 HELP | 

ABOUT menu. (Issue #20100208)

Document Manager full-text query logic improved in order to more accurately find multiple key 

words using the “AND” operator. (Issue #20100210)

Fixed issue where a possible data loss could occur if the user clicks CANCEL during the Pack & 

Go wizard. (Issue #20100212)

Corrected spelling error within the “Exporting Case Data” section of the Pack & Go Wizard. (Issue 
#20100213)

Implemented ability to use CTRL+Right Click keystroke to remove an annotation placed within a 

callout window. (Issue #20101109)

Corrected issue where TIFF images do not fade in within the Presentation Mode in the same 

manner as other image types, such as JPEG. (Issue #20101172)

Corrected stability issues placing annotations within projection windows in Presentation Mirror 

Mode. (Issue #20101204)

Corrected issue where projection callouts would be orphaned within the Presentation Mode when 

the user clicks on an actual source image in the Presentation Preview. This issue was limited to 
Mirror Mode. (Issue #20101205)

Corrected issue where the default annotation tool becomes disarmed once the user clicks the 

“Clear Preview” button within the Presentation Preview. (Issue #20101206)

Corrected issue where multi-page TIFF files do not appear in the workbook pick lists in either the 

Presentation Preview or Presentation Mode. This issue would only occur when the multi-page TIFF 
files where imported into Document Manager via an OLL file. (Issue #20101212)
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